Dikiyoba: The ship you’re on, the Flying Piranha, has just anchored on the northeastern edge of the island. Your mission seems simple enough. You will scout just ahead of the group that will actually catch wildlife to either kill or scare away anything too deadly to capture. You have two companions to help you scout. One is Glume, an old goblin druid missing his left eye. The other is Shadow, his dog. Or wolf. You can’t tell.
Dikiyoba: At the moment, you are standing on a sandy beach. Ahead of you, the ground slopes gently upward into some low dunes.  To your right and left, the beach stretches as far as you can see.
Amadan: I march ahead. "So... Glume. Have you been doing this long?"
Amadan: March ahead toward the low dunes, that is.
Dikiyoba: Glume scratches his cheek. "Been working for King Drazo for fifteen years now."
Dikiyoba: You walk among the dunes. Shadow trots several feet ahead of you, occasionally stopping to sniff at things.
Amadan: "15 years... Impressive. He's the decent sort, I take it?"
Amadan: I keep an eye and ear out as we walk for any signs of animals.
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    Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Dikiyoba: Glume shrugs. "I just take care of the animals. I don't know nothing about politics."
Dikiyoba: (Perception, I take it?)
Amadan: (Yeah)
Dikiyoba: Glume and Shadow both see movement and stop, but you don't see the drama unfolding until you walk into it.
Dikiyoba: A large blue beetle flies by your face and something slithers against your foot. You look down and spot two bright red centipedes, each at least two feet long. They don't look happy that you've stumbled into their hunt.
Amadan: "You know, if this wasn't the 50th time this has happened to me, I might be surprised..." I step back from the centipedes. Do they look like they're about to attack?
Dikiyoba: Yes.
Amadan: I cast Detrimentum on the closest centipede, then.
OnlineHost 3:42 pm
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Dikiyoba: You hit one of the centipedes, and several legs disintegrate.
Dikiyoba: Glume starts to cast a firebolt, but it backfires and he scorches several fingers.
Dikiyoba: Shadow snaps at the nearest centipede, but it dodges at the last minute.
Dikiyoba: The centipede you hit abruptly loses its balance and falls over. The other one, however, sinks its fangs into your leg. (2 damage)
Dikiyoba: (2 fumbles in the first round of combat. I need new dice. :P )
Amadan: I yip, back up a bit, then fire another Detrimentum spell into the centipede that bit me.
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Dikiyoba: Your spell deflects off the centipede’s exoskeleton and fizzles out harmlessly.
Dikiyoba: Glume tries his spell again and this time manages to burn the centipede attacking you. Then Shadow runs up, grabs it from behind, and shakes it violently.
Dikiyoba: The centipede tries to bite Shadow but misses. The other one tries to stand up but fails.
Amadan: I grimace, then draw my bow and fire an arrow into the leg-lacking centipede. "Figures. Can't take 10 steps on a beach, and I'm attacked by centipedes..."
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Dikiyoba: Your arrow strikes true. The centipede writhes about in an attempt to dislodge the arrow. It writhes about even more as Glume sets it aflame.
Dikiyoba: The other centipede wiggles out of Shadow’s grasp.
Dikiyoba: It turns around and strikes at Shadow, but he steps back just in time. Meanwhile, the other centipede suddenly gets its legs in order, rears up, and bites your knee several times. (4 damage)
Amadan: "Stay down! Love of Liea, stay! Down!" I fire another arrow into the centipede biting me.
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Dikiyoba: Your arrow strikes it at the same time Glume’s fireball does. The centipede falls back, kicks its remaining legs wildly for a minute, and then goes still.
Dikiyoba: Shadow misses.
Dikiyoba: The remaining centipede does not, however, and bites him firmly on the nose. Shadow whimpers.
Amadan: I cast Detrimentum on the remaining centipede, trying to aim AWAY from Shadow.
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Dikiyoba: Unfortunately, in making sure that you don’t hit Shadow, you miss the centipede too. Glume’s spell hits it solidly, and it falls away from Shadow. Shadow backs away quickly to lick his injured nose.
Dikiyoba: The centipede turns around and bites Glume's foot.
Amadan: I snarl, raise my bow again, and fire an arrow into the surviving centipede.
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Dikiyoba: The centipede twitches violently when your arrow pierces it, and Shadow quickly bounds forward, snatches it into his mouth, and shakes it about to finish it off.
Dikiyoba: (End combat)
Amadan: I recover as many of my arrows as possible.
Dikiyoba: You recover them all.
Amadan: "...incredible. I've encountered undead abominations with less tenacity then these things."
Dikiyoba: The blue beetle you saw earlier flies back. After circling around you a few times, enabling you to see that it's some kind of scarab, it lands calmly on your head.
Dikiyoba: Glume grunts. "That's Aldath for you."
Dikiyoba: "Need any healing?"
Amadan: "A little."
Amadan: I examine the centipedes for any alchemical reagents.
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Dikiyoba: Glume applies first aid to your bites. You recover 3 hit points.
Amadan: "Thanks. How's Shadow?"
Dikiyoba: "He'll be fine."
Dikiyoba: You and Glume examine the centipedes.
Dikiyoba: You take some undamaged legs (one fire reagent) while he scratches his head.
Amadan: I stow the legs in my potion satchel. "What's wrong?"
Dikiyoba: "I've seen giant centipedes before, but nothing quite as large as these. Maybe we should have tried to capture them instead of killing them."
Amadan: "Well, that's mostly my fault. If I hadn't blundered into them, we wouldn't have needed to resort to killing them outright."
Dikiyoba: "Oh, and you've got a beetle on your head, you know."
Amadan: "I what?" I reach into my hair and pull out the scarab.
Amadan: "Huh... this place keeps getting stranger." Nature check: Do I recognize the scarab at all?
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Dikiyoba: You reach up and try to grab it, but somehow it always manages to be where your hand isn't. You have no idea what it might be, but at least it's doesn't seem likely to attack you.
Amadan: "Well, so long as it doesn't start attacking us, I think it shouldn't be an issue... maybe something good came of the centipedes after all."
Amadan: "Shall we continue forward?"
Dikiyoba: "Yeah, let's."
Amadan: I proceed onward into the dunes.
Dikiyoba: You emerge from the dunes into grassland dotted with bright orange flowers. Insects buzz and chirp all around. You can see a forest in the distance, but it’ll take several hours of hiking to reach it. High above you, a dire eagle is soaring the thermals. It pays no attention to you.
Amadan: "...I don't suppose they expect to catch that thing, do they?" I point at the dire eagle.
Dikiyoba: "Nah, the menagerie's got plenty of them already."
Dikiyoba: "We're here for the unique stuff."
Amadan: "Well, the forest is our best bet for that. And it'll provide us cover as well."
Amadan: I start toward the forest.
Dikiyoba: (Heh heh heh)
Dikiyoba: Glume and Shadow follow you.
Amadan: (DM chuckling; always a good sign! :P )
Dikiyoba: Before too long, you spot a herd of some kind of wild pony. They spot you too, though, and gallop away quickly.
Dikiyoba: It takes several hours to reach the edge of the forest. It's hot out in the open and so you're glad to reach the shade of the trees.
Dikiyoba: Actually, now that you're here, you realize it's more of a jungle. There are vines and huge leaves everywhere. A flock of green parakeets flutter around in a nearby fruit tree, chattering constantly.
Amadan: "Well... I guess there's no point in hanging around the edges. Let's go."
Amadan: I lead the way in, keeping my bow at the ready.
Dikiyoba: Perception check
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Dikiyoba: You and Glume both spot something hiding on a low branch in front of you. It's about a foot large. You can't tell what it is, though; its skin seems to match the color and pattern of the bark perfectly.
Amadan: I hold my hand up, signaling Glume to stop.
Dikiyoba: You think you remember some of the crew members talking about something like this, however.
Dikiyoba: Glume stares for a moment longer and then whistles. "Well, I'll be. It's a drop octopus."
Amadan: "A drop octopus?"
Dikiyoba: "We shouldn't disturb it until the animal wranglers get here."
Amadan: "So, wait for them to catch up?"
Dikiyoba: Glume pulls out a wand and fires a signal up into the air.
Dikiyoba: "Yeah, we'll wait."
Dikiyoba: "Aldath is the only place where land-dwelling octopi have been discovered. Most of them are small and harmless. They eat insects or small animals or whatever. But there are some bigger ones, and they've been known to eat people."
Amadan: "This one doesn't look big enough to eat people, though."
Dikiyoba: "They're a real pain to spot. We're lucky we're at just the right angle."
Dikiyoba: Glume chuckles. "They can bunch up real small. I'll betcha it's a lot bigger than it looks."
Dikiyoba: "But you can walk under it if you don't believe me."
Amadan: I smile. "As tempting as that sounds, I think I'll have to pass."
Amadan: I watch the octopus warily, keeping a hand on my bow.
Dikiyoba: A few minutes pass before the animal wranglers show up. There are four of them: Yerdel the elf, Nykin the dwarf, Thormgut the goblin, and Teruro the elf.
Dikiyoba: "What did you find?" Yerdel asks.
Amadan: "Drop octopus." I point it out on the branch. "Marvelous little creature. Blends in almost perfectly with the branch."
Dikiyoba: "You don't have to catch it, though." Yerdel says. She gives the others some orders, and they go to work.
Amadan: "Honestly, it doesn't look like it's going anywhere fast."
Dikiyoba: Nykin creeps forward very carefully, always keeping her eyes on the octopus. You watch as the octopus stirs. Then, suddenly, it lets go of the branch and falls. Its hidden tentacles spread out as it falls, and you can see that they're each several feet long. They were just curled up close to its body.
Amadan: "But I've been known to be wrong... on occasion."
Dikiyoba: Nykin jumps back just in time and cracks her whip as the octopus reaches a few tentacles towards her.
Dikiyoba: Thormgut and Yerdel rush forward with a finely-meshed net and throw it over the octopus. The octopus gets all tangled up but immediately tries to search for a way out.
Dikiyoba: Teruro mutters a brief spell and a faint nimbus of light surrounds the octopus for a minute. It relaxes. Yerdel and Thormgut bundle it up.
Dikiyoba: "Thanks for finding it. We've got to get it back to the ship quick, though. If the charm spell wears off, this net won't hold it for long." Yerdel gives you a curt nod before her group marches off.
Amadan: "Wow. Nice and efficient, those guys are."
Amadan: "Well, shall we?" I proceed deeper into the jungle.
Dikiyoba: Glume and Shadow follow you.
Dikiyoba: Perception check
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Dikiyoba: You hear a frog croak and almost immediately see the creature responsible. It's under an inch long but as it's mostly neon green with bright pink legs, it's clearly visible. It doesn't seem at all bothered by your approach.
Dikiyoba: Instead, it hops around the edge of a small puddle.
Amadan: "Hmm. Interesting."
Amadan: "Does the menagerie want frogs?"
Dikiyoba: Glume shrugs. "Dunno. I've never seen anything like it before."
Dikiyoba: "It's pretty, but not exactly terrifying."
Amadan: I take an arrow out of my quiver and gently prod it.
Dikiyoba: The frog croaks indignantly but doesn't seem scared.
Amadan: "...what's concerning me is how nonchalantly the frog is handling the situation."
Dikiyoba: "Yeah. Probably best not to bother it." Glume says.
Amadan: "No apparent defense mechanisms... yet it reacts as if it has nothing to be afraid of."
Amadan: I put the arrow away. "Well, I suppose we need to carry on." I walk past the frog.
Dikiyoba: You continue walking. Before long you hear the sound of running water and soon you come to a river. It's broad and murky, but the current is slow and it doesn't look too deep.
Amadan: I look around for any signs of recent or present creatures. (Perception)
OnlineHost 5:50 pm
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Amadan: (!)
Dikiyoba: You see lots of footprints in the mud. They’re small and fairly round with five short toes. A group of something came by here to drink recently. Most importantly, you spot a log in the river that doesn't look right. You spot eyes, and nostrils, and scaly skin, and many, many sharp teeth. The crocodile waits patiently mid-river, unaware it’s been spotted.
Dikiyoba: Thankfully, you spot a downed tree that spans the river just upstream. It looks broad and sturdy enough to cross.
Dikiyoba: (Good time to roll a crit. :P )
Amadan: "Glume," I whisper. "Something came through here recently." I point out the tracks.
Dikiyoba: "Interesting."
Dikiyoba: Shadow sniffs at the footprints eagerly.
Amadan: "Also, there's a downed tree upstream that we can use to cross. I don't know if there's more crocodiles in the river than just the one."
Amadan: I lead Glume upstream to the fallen tree.
Dikiyoba: "They're usually territorial. This is probably the only one. But keeping my feet dry sounds like a great idea."
Dikiyoba: Shadow bounds across the log easily.
Amadan: I cross the log as well.
Dikiyoba: Glume follows after you.
Amadan: Then I start following after the tracks of the creatures that came through here recently.
Dikiyoba: They're just on the other side of the river. Whatever they were came up to the water's edge and then turned back the way they came.
Amadan: So they aren't on this side?
Dikiyoba: No.
Amadan: "Erm... change of plans. I thought they had crossed... apparently, they didn't."
Amadan: I head back across the log.
Dikiyoba: Glume and Shadow follow you back across.
Dikiyoba: If you want to track the footprints, roll for nature.
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Dikiyoba: You follow the tracks for a bit, but then lose them once they hit dry ground.
Dikiyoba: Glume seems equally lost. However, Shadow pushes ahead of you, sniffs for a moment, and then bounds off. He barks once and wags his tail.
Amadan: I follow Shadow.
Dikiyoba: Glume runs after the dog. "Good boy, Shadow!"
Dikiyoba: After a few minutes of running, you emerge into a clearing. Several creatures are staring at Shadow uneasily.
Amadan: I slow down and try not to act threatening.
Amadan: What do the creatures look like?
Dikiyoba: At first you think they are very small ponies. Then you realize that they have five toes instead of hooves and large, pointed teeth.
Dikiyoba: One makes a strange sound that sounds almost like a laugh and runs off. Another one growls and stalks towards Shadow. The other two follow its lead.
Dikiyoba: "These look interesting. Let's see if we can capture a few!" Glume says.
Dikiyoba: (Begin combat)
Amadan: "Let's." I raise my bow and fire a Spinneret Arrow at the legs of one of the creature's to try and topple it.
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Dikiyoba: The arrow envelopes the front legs of one of the weird horse things. It topples on its side and gives another strange laugh.
Dikiyoba: Glume sends a sonic wave at one of the other horses and it stumbles. Shadow lunges at it, but it manages to regain its footing and dodge.
Dikiyoba: It runs head-on into a tree.
Amadan: (Heh. Gotta love those fumbles)
Dikiyoba: The horse you hit struggles against the webs but doesn't break free.
Dikiyoba: The third runs up and bites you. (3 damage)
Amadan: I back up a few steps and fire a regular arrow at my attacker's head.
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Dikiyoba: You only manage to nick the creature.
Dikiyoba: Glume tries another sonic wave but the creature keeps its footing.
Dikiyoba: Shadow manages to bite the horse that's attacking you.
Dikiyoba: The first horse remains tangled up in the webs.
Dikiyoba: The second recovers from its impact with the tree and kicks Shadow hard.
Dikiyoba: The third one bites your arm. (3 damage)
Amadan: I cast Blur on myself to make myself harder to hit.
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Dikiyoba: You cast blur on yourself successfully.
Dikiyoba: Glume casts sonic wave again and knocks the second horse over. Shadow crouches to pounce.
Dikiyoba: But this time it's his turn to slam into the tree.
Dikiyoba: The first horse finally struggles to its feet.
Amadan: (Gotta watch out for those trees...)
Dikiyoba: The second horse gets up and nips at Glume.
Dikiyoba: The third horse lunges toward you and suddenly keels over. You watch it for a moment. It's breathing and rolling its eyes in fear, but otherwise not moving.
Amadan: "What the...?"
Amadan: I glance behind me quickly.
Dikiyoba: You see nothing.
Amadan: I turn my attention to the second horse. Activate the first of my free fire arrows, and fire on the horse.
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Amadan: (Yeah!)
Dikiyoba: The arrow buries itself in the horse's flank, doing significant damage.
Dikiyoba: Glume's shock wave knocks over the first horse. Shadow grabs it by the neck and holds it down.
Dikiyoba: The horse struggles but can't break free.
Dikiyoba: The horse you just hit bites you. (2 damage)
Dikiyoba: The third one is still not moving.
Amadan: "C'mon, make this easy, won't you?" I fire a regular arrow at the horse attacking me.
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Dikiyoba: You hit the horse again.
Dikiyoba: Glume pulls out a rope and successfully manages to tie up the legs of the first horse, though Shadow has difficulty keeping it down.
Dikiyoba: (I should have done that when you first hit it. Sorry.)
Dikiyoba: The only remaining horse bites you for 2 damage.
Amadan: I return fire with an arrow.
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Dikiyoba: The horse goes down, just barely alive.
Dikiyoba: Glume steps forward and finishes it off with a dagger.
Dikiyoba: (End combat)
Amadan:  "Whew. Not normal horses by any stretch of the imagination."
Dikiyoba: Glume uses the wand to send a signal again. "No, indeed not."
Amadan: I sit on the dead horse, catching my breath.
Ephesos: (beat the dead horse!)
Dikiyoba: He ties the roped horse securely to a nearby tree.
Dikiyoba: The third horse manages a faint, wheezy laugh.
Amadan: "Are you finding this amusing?" I ask the horse.
Dikiyoba: It just watches you fearfully.
Dikiyoba: Glume ties the frantic horse to another tree. He sighs deeply. “Well, that’s one for sure, hopefully two. I don’t know what’s up with this one, though.”
Dikiyoba: "Which way next?"
Amadan: "I don't know. Actually, I was hoping you might be able to address my injuries."
Dikiyoba: "Oh, of course. My apologies." Glume heals you for 7.
Amadan: "Thank you." I stand up.
Dikiyoba: Then he turns his attention to Shadow.
Amadan: "Well, we can always try to follow that one that ran away. Or, if we're done collecting horses, we can wander somewhere else in the jungle."
Dikiyoba: Glume shrugs. "Back to the river, I guess."
Dikiyoba: "Two is enough for now."
Amadan: "Back to the river then." I start backtracking back to the river.
Dikiyoba: He trudges back the way you came. Shadow follows.
Dikiyoba: You cross the river again and keep walking. Soon you notice that you're walking uphill.
Dikiyoba: (Roll nature)
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Dikiyoba: You pass by a new tree you haven't seen before. It's some sort of conifer, tall and columnar with flat, triangular needles and round, upright cones.
Dikiyoba: You note that the bird and insect sounds have changed and that it's gotten a bit colder.
Amadan: "Huh. That's odd..."
Dikiyoba: As you keep walking, the jungle fades out and the conifers take over. The ground grows increasingly steep. (Roll for perception)
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Amadan: (...)
Amadan: (I have no comment)
Dikiyoba: You find a well-worn animal track. It'll be quick and easy to travel on. You also spot a small, harmless tree octopus reach out and snag an insect in midflight. It's pretty impressive.
Amadan: "I've got something." I point out the animal track. Then I start following the tracks.
Dikiyoba: "Good catch." Glume follows you.
Dikiyoba: You cover ground quickly, going up all the way. Eventually, the conifers thin out and shrink in size. You step out into an area of land covered in waist-high, spiny shrubs. Thankfully, the track still exists and lets you avoid having to go through any of them.
Dikiyoba: You realize you're about halfway up a mountain.
Amadan: "Well, it looks like we'll have a nice view of the island."
Dikiyoba: "Yeah, it is a nice view." Glume shields his eyes with a hand and stares out.
Amadan: I keep pressing onward.
Dikiyoba: (Hang on)
Amadan: (okay)
Dikiyoba: Directly in front of you, so far away it's hard to spot, is the Flying Piranha. To the right an enormous canyon develops and cuts a gash through the jungle on its way down to the ocean. You're pretty glad you didn't have to try to climb up that way.
Dikiyoba: (Okay, go)
Amadan: Do the tracks continue through here?
Dikiyoba: Yes. The path leads further up the mountain.
Amadan: I keep following the tracks.
Dikiyoba: It's not a recent set of tracks, but more of a trail created by countless creatures of some sort going up and down.
Amadan: I continue following them anyway.
Dikiyoba: Here and there you run across dung, but none of it is fresh. At least you're on the same path as something vegetarian.
Dikiyoba: (Perception)
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Amadan: (Man, these dice really want me to see stuff.)
Dikiyoba: (Unless it's a centipede. :P )
Dikiyoba: You see a dull olive-brown snake basking up on a rock by the trail. It's only about a foot long.
Amadan: "We've got snake." I point out the snake to Glume.
Dikiyoba: "I know. I just saw it, and it just saw us. It's not poisonous, but it doesn't seem bothered by us. It probably has something else to defend itself with besides venom."
Dikiyoba: Glume calls Shadow back before he can step forward to investigate the snake.
Amadan: I continue heading up the trail, giving the snake a wide berth.
Dikiyoba: (Aw. :P )
Dikiyoba: You pass by the snake without incident.
Dikiyoba: You emerge from the scrubland and enter an alpine meadow. You see another herd of ponies. Regular, grazing ponies.
Dikiyoba: They're feeding next to a rock outcrop. They watch you warily, but don't seem inclined to run just yet.
Amadan:  "Huh. Normal ponies..."
Amadan: Is this where the trail stops?
Dikiyoba: To clarify, they're still a wild variety, not a domestic kind.
Dikiyoba: Yes. It looks like the ponies made it.
Amadan: "So the ponies just wander up here to feed?"
Amadan: "Why not in the grasslands below?"
Dikiyoba: Glume shrugs. "I don't know. Maybe it tastes better or--"
Amadan: (uh oh)
Dikiyoba: You see red sparks down below in the grassland.
Dikiyoba: "That's our emergency signal. Someone is in trouble!"
Dikiyoba: Shadow barks anxiously.
Amadan: I look down toward the grassland. How soon could we reach it?
Dikiyoba: At least an hour, so not in time unless the person has just fallen somewhere difficult or is being menaced by a sloth.
Amadan: "What could have happened to cause someone to send up the emergency signal?"
Dikiyoba: Shadow whines and paces. The ponies seem even more anxious.
Dikiyoba: "Dunno, probably an animal attack of some kind. But we've got to go, even if we'll be too late. I can't just stand here and watch!"
Dikiyoba: Glume and Shadow sprint back down the path.
Amadan: "Agreed... Let's go!"
Amadan: "Oh, wait, you're already going."
Amadan: I charge after them.
Dikiyoba: You run down the path madly. Suddenly, the beetle on your head stirs. It makes a strange hissing sound. It kind of sounds like someone working a set of bellows.
Amadan: I slow down. "...What?"
Dikiyoba: It takes several moments for you to realize that something very odd and undoubtedly very magical is happening. Your shadow is slowly moving around you. You look up and see that the sun has reversed direction. It was beginning to set and now it's rising again. The beetle keeps hissing.
Amadan: I come to a stop.
Dikiyoba: The sun continues moving east until its about halfway up in the sky again. Then the beetle stops hissing. You look around and see that Glume and Shadow are no longer around.
Dikiyoba: A red fox coming along the path suddenly sees you, freezes, and then darts into the shrubs.
Amadan: "...Have I become some sort of weirdness magnet?"
Dikiyoba: The beetle settles down on your head again.
Amadan: I shake my head, then set off at a run toward where I saw the emergency signal.
Dikiyoba: You run all the way through the scrubland and back into the conifers. You're beginning to get tired.
Amadan: I slow down to a jog.
Dikiyoba: Perception check
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Dikiyoba: You see a large spiderweb up ahead and easily avoid it.
Dikiyoba: (You're no fun. :P )
Amadan: (Blame the dice. :P )
Dikiyoba: You enter the jungle.
Amadan: I keep moving quickly, bow out and with an arrow nocked.
Dikiyoba: You reach the river. You can either slow down to cross safely or risk crossing quickly.
Amadan: I risk crossing quickly. (Since I'm no fun. :P )
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Amadan: (...I have no idea what I just rolled for, but I like it. :P )
Dikiyoba: You cross the log with ease and keep jogging.
Dikiyoba: (Just a dexterity check to keep from slipping)
Amadan: (I think I'm getting roll-happy)
Dikiyoba: You reach the edge of the jungle just in time to see the emergency signal go up not too far ahead of you. You hear growling and people shouting.
Amadan: I break into a full run toward the commotion.
Dikiyoba: You lose a stamina by the time you reach the commotion. Nykin and Thormgut are surrounded by three very odd creatures. They were carrying the collapsed and paralyzed horse, but they've dropped it to defend themselves. The new creatures seem to be avoiding it.
Amadan: Any sign of the other two?
Dikiyoba: You size the creatures up. They’re about three feet tall, with a long, sturdy tail, long feet, large ears, and a wicked set of claws and teeth.
Dikiyoba: Thormgut sees you. "Watch out, Amadan! They're dire wallabies!"
Dikiyoba: There is no sign of Yerbel or Teruro.
Dikiyoba: Round 1
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Dikiyoba: (Fight!)
Amadan: I move to A1, firing an arrow at G8.
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Amadan: (Well, I guess my good luck had to run out sometime.)
Dikiyoba: You miss by several feet.
Dikiyoba: Nykin moves to E3 and cracks her whip at the wallaby in D2, but barely misses.
Dikiyoba: Thormgut moves to F2 and attacks with his trident the same one, but misses as well.
Dikiyoba: On the bright side, the wallaby at D2 aims a kick at Nykin and goes completely wide.
Dikiyoba: On the downside, one of the other wallabies moves to B8 and kicks you in the stomach hard enough to knock the wind out of you. (2 damage and reduced movement by 2 next round)
Dikiyoba: The other wallaby moves to B9 and kicks you for three damage.
Dikiyoba: Round 2
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Amadan: I hold my ground, using my second free fire arrow to nail the wallaby at B9.
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Dikiyoba: Your arrow grazes the wallaby as it flies by.
Dikiyoba: (Stupid minimum damage)
Amadan: (This is payback for all the times you guys got minimum damage in Brigandage, isn't it? :P )
Dikiyoba: (Huh. Apparently, complaining works.)
Dikiyoba: Nykin cracks her whip right across the face of the wallaby at D2.
Dikiyoba: Thormgut also lands a solid blow and the wallaby falls.
Dikiyoba: Suddenly, the wallaby at B8 turns around and kicks the wallaby at B9. The kicked wallaby is too surprised to act.
Dikiyoba: Round 3
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Amadan: Seeing an opportunity, I make a break to D4, firing an arrow at B8 along the way.
OnlineHost 8:48 pm
    Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Dikiyoba: You make a dash for it, then pause to take a quick shot. The arrow thuds deeply into the wallaby's leg.
Dikiyoba: Nykin moves to E7 and strikes the wallaby at B8, curling the whip around its neck. It falls, barely alive.
Dikiyoba: Thormgut moves to F5.
Dikiyoba: The remaining wallaby moves to E8 and kicks Nykin.
Dikiyoba: Round 4
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Amadan: I take aim and launch a fire arrow (1 stamina) at the last standing wallaby.
OnlineHost 8:57 pm
    Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Amadan: ...
Amadan: Eh, could be worse.
Dikiyoba: The arrow goes too far and ignites a bit of grass at E9.
Dikiyoba: Nykin finishes off the wallaby, and Thormgut quickly runs over to the smoldering grass and stomps it out before it can spread.
Amadan: I lower my bow. "You guys alright?"
Dikiyoba: Nykin says, "We're not hurt badly. We panicked, really. We've heard some pretty nasty stories about dire wallabies. Still, I'm glad you were around to help."
Dikiyoba: Thormgut looks around. "Uh, where are Glume and Shadow?"
Amadan: "That's... um..."
Amadan: "You know, I'm not really sure."
Amadan: "Where's Yerbel or Teruro?"
Dikiyoba: Thormgut jabs the mortally wounded wallaby to speed the process along. "Probably back at the ship by now with the other horse. The two of us stopped for a rest, since we've been having to carry it the whole way. What'd you do to it, anyway?"
Dikiyoba: "And how'd you manage to lose Glume and Shadow?"
Amadan: "I don't know. It just sort of freaked out and went catatonic."
Amadan: "As for your second question..."
Dikiyoba: "That's odd. Hope it recovers, or all our work is for nothing." Nykin stretches her back.
Amadan: "Well... I can't be entirely sure, but I think I may have traveled backward in time somehow."
Dikiyoba: "Hah! Good one. What really happened? It's okay if you did something really stupid to get lost; we won't tell," Nykin says.
Dikiyoba: (Perception check)
OnlineHost 9:10 pm
    Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Amadan: (And there it is. I finally failed one.)
Amadan: (Well, two, counting the centipedes)
Dikiyoba: Thormgut stares at something behind you.
Amadan: "...oh, that's not good." I turn around.
Dikiyoba: Several blue scarabs are flying towards you. Nykin points to the right. "Look, there's more coming too."
Amadan: I fidget uneasily. "Okay, this is either really good, or really bad."
Dikiyoba: In a few moments, you are almost completely surrounded by scarabs. These seem to be generally slightly smaller than the one on your head, but it's kind of hard to tell. It becomes especially hard when one accidentally flaps into your eye.
Amadan: I try to stay calm and refrain from any action that could be interpreted as aggressive.
Dikiyoba: The beetle on your head stirs. Then it jumps into the air and flies off. All the others immediately chase after it.
Dikiyoba: It's quite possibly the weirdest chase you've ever seen, as they all have the habit of moving in ways that suggest they know each others' moves before it happens and adjust accordingly.
Dikiyoba: Soon the beetles are gone.
Amadan: "...Wow."
Dikiyoba: "Well," Nykin says.
Dikiyoba: "You want to help us with this horse, or go look for Glume and Shadow?"
Amadan: "...I..."
Dikiyoba: "Or you could just stand here and stare off into the sky. Suit yourself."
Dikiyoba: Nykin and Thormgut pick up the horse and head towards the ship.
Amadan: "...I think I need to go back for Glume and Shadow. They might have gotten in trouble since..."
Amadan: I trail off, lost in thought for a moment. Then I start heading back to the forest.
Dikiyoba: At a walk?
Amadan: Yeah.
Dikiyoba: You enter the forest again and get as far as the river when you see Glume and Shadow scrambling across the log. Glume stops dead when he sees you.
Dikiyoba: It takes him a moment to regain his breath before he can talk.
Dikiyoba: "How'd you get so far ahead of us and why are you just standing there? Come on, we have to help whoever signaled!"
Amadan: "They're fine. It was Nykin and Thormgut."
Amadan: "C'mon, we can walk and talk."
Dikiyoba: Glume scratches his head. "All right."
Dikiyoba: (Ready to wrap up?)
Amadan: (Yeah)
Dikiyoba: You return to the ship, trying to explain what happened to Glume. Then, when you make it back to the ship, you are forced to try to explain what happened to the entire crew.
Dikiyoba: No one can explain the scarabs, although the collapse of the horse is soon revealed to be from the poison of a brightly colored frog that lives in the jungle.
Dikiyoba: You and the crew spend several more days exploring the island and capturing some of its wildlife, but nothing comes close to matching the excitement and bewilderment of the first day.
Dikiyoba: Eventually, the cargo is filled and the Flying Piranha sets sail.
Dikiyoba: End session.

